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How to Annotate
This handout will:
 Define annotating and explain its importance.
 Provide strategies for annotating.
 Provide an example of an annotated article.
 Provide an activity for practicing annotating.
The Importance of Annotating
Annotating is a reading comprehension strategy that involves marking up the actual text to highlight
key points, summarize main ideas, ask questions, and make connections. Annotating is different than note
taking, which generally involves writing down important points from the text on a separate piece of
paper. Annotating can improve your reading comprehension by creating an increased engagement
with the text. When you respond to a text through annotating, you establish a dialogue that will lead
to a deeper understanding of what you are reading. Unlike note taking, annotating records your
initial impressions of a text, which can be a useful tool during review.
How to Annotate
The following tips will help you to prepare for annotating:
 Have a pencil, pen, and highlighter ready. Using different types of writing utensils/colors
will help you organize your annotations and will make review easier.
 You may also use word processing tools to annotate an electronic text. Consider whether
electronic or paper texts will be easier for you to annotate.
 If you are annotating a text that you cannot mark up, use post-its.
 Consider your purpose for annotating. Are you reading for general understanding? Are you
looking for rhetorical techniques? Are you reading to learn something specific? Knowing
your purpose will help you to focus on key aspects of the text.
Once you have the proper tools and know your purpose for annotating, you are ready to begin.
Consider using the following strategies while annotating:
 Write brief summaries.
o Summarizing what you have read will help you to clarify the main ideas and draw your
attention to points you find confusing.
 Paraphrase important ideas.
o Paraphrasing main points or complicated ideas will help to break down the text and
make it easier for you to understand. Putting an idea in your own words will help you to
be more comfortable discussing it.
 List or number ideas (steps, processes, cause and effect).
o Writing abbreviated versions of steps/processes and causes and effects in the margins
will help you to review these points while studying.
 Highlight or underline key ideas and concepts.
o Highlighting or underlining key ideas and concepts will make it easier to refer back to
them in the text and will help to focus your studying. Be careful to use highlighting or
underlining sparingly so that you do not end up with a majority of the text marked.
 Make predictions.
o Making predictions helps to increase your engagement with the text by bringing in your
own critical thinking. This strategy is especially useful with literature because it records
your first impressions. Since you can only have one first reading of a text, annotations
can be essential to preserve your initial thoughts.
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Write definitions of unknown words.
o If you come across an unknown word, look up its definition and write it in the margin.
The best way to learn new words is through context, and writing the definition down will
make you more likely to remember it.
Ask questions.
o Asking questions about a text can remind you of places you need to come back to during
review. During class discussion, asking questions about a text is also a great way to
engage with the professor and other students.
Make connections.
o If you read something that reminds you of another source or class, make a note of it.
Making connections between readings and courses is a great way to build your
knowledge base and can also make for interesting contributions during class discussion.
Draw pictures for visual connections.
o If you are a visual learner, try drawing pictures to make sense of a text. This could be a
great strategy if a text is describing a complicated image or if an image is central to your
understanding of a text.
Develop a system of symbols.
o While annotations should be thorough, they should also be efficient. A great way to save
time while annotating is to develop your own system of symbols to denote specific kinds
of notes or reactions. For example, you might use an exclamation mark to denote
sections that are surprising, or an asterisk to denote sections that are important. The
specific symbols you use are arbitrary; what is important is that you know what the
symbols mean and that they are helpful to you. You might make a key to remind you of
what each symbol means.

Example of an Annotated Article
The following annotated article shows examples of underlining, labeling main ideas, and
summarizing.
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Practice Annotating
Using the strategies in this handout, practice annotating the following passage. You may also
practice annotating a text from one of your courses.
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Sample Annotations
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